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The CMS Environment Team is involved in policy
research and programs evaluation aimed at
creating sustainable solutions for environment
protection and improving the quality of the
environment. Creating capacities, undertaking
outreach and advocacy and formulating strategies
are its strengths.
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c. Environmental Education and Awareness
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Latest Green Films

G r e e n

Open Windows
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Environment issues to the fore
Correspondent : Staff Reporter
NEW DELHI: Toxics Link and India International
Centre would be organising a two day a biannual
film festival, “Quotes from the Earth”, from
Friday. Held since 2004, the festival will showcase
20 exemplary works by some of country’s most
renowned environmental filmmakers portraying
the global struggle against climate change, hunger,
unclean water, polluted urban scapes and difficult
survival.
The festival has been categorised under five subheads, namely climate change and energy efficiency,
survival, hunger, urban spaces and water. As part of
the event, expert panel discussions on important
environmental issues, including sustainability and
globalisation, would also be held. The screenings
of the films will be at India International Centre
auditorium.
Source : Thursday, 18 December 2008
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CMS Vatavaran brings in three-day
wildlife film festival

student community to know about the environment
and wildlife films and the growing global climatic
changes. Rama Khalkho inaugurated the film
festival. On the occasion she said, “Jharkhand
has a great forest reserve and our capital city is
comparatively more greener to other cities. We
must work hard even to restore the greenery of
the town.”
On the eve treasurer, Lions Club of Ranchi, Pradeep
Kumar Jain came up with a presentation speech
over Water Conservation, Crisis and Rain Water
Harvesting. He said, “Water is life and we must
save every single drop of water for our future
generations as it is the necessity of the nnnew
generation.”
Many schools and colleges of the city turned up to
watch the awesome documentaries on environment
and wildlife. Mass Communication department of St.
Xavier’s College and Ranchi University had a good
time to learn the skills of wildlife filmmaking.
Students of St. Anthony’s, JN College and St.
John’s also came up to watch the beautiful wildlife
features shot at real and natural locations. The
second day of the film festival will have a seminar
on Climate Change and screening of two Students
Films.
Source : Tuesday, 11 November 2008

Correspondent : Pioneer News Service | Ranchi
Wild Dog Diaries’ and ‘Tiger-The Death Chronicle’
the two major shows of the first day of the film
festival inspired the audiences to think over the
drooping condition of the environment. The
necessity of water to save life on the green planet
and wildlife to maintain the ecological balance
was the must thought of the day.
CMS and Manthan Yuva Sansthan organized a
three-day environment and wildlife film festival
‘Vatavaran 2008’ in the capital town on Monday to
promote the love for a clean and green environment
in the minds of the people of the town.
Short documentary films screened at the Forest
Auditorium Hall brought in a great crowd of the
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Hollywood spotlights environment
Correspondent : REUTERS
LOS ANGELES: Hollywood is turning the silver screen
“green,” but cutting waste, energy and costs in an
industry known for big budgets and over-the-top
productions is not easy, even in the trend setting
movie business.
Hollywood has long used its star power to help
the environment. A-list stars such as Leonardo
DiCaprio and Robert Redford are well-known
environmentalists and Al Gore’s 2006 Oscarwinning “An Inconvenient Truth,” about global
warming, is widely credited for making the issue
more mainstream. Now the industry is trying to

reduce the environmental harm caused by its big,
but largely temporary, film and TV shoots.
“While celebrities have long been environmental
activists, studios and production companies have
been cautious about adopting the green philosophy
as it applies to their business operations,” says
Zahava Stroud, of iHollywood Forum, which will
host a “Hollywood Goes Green” conference next
month. Sustainable solutions should also help
studios improve profitability during the economic
downturn, analysts said.
To “green up” their businesses, many studios now
have departments dedicated to reducing their
carbon footprints and some have even offered
staff incentives to buy hybrid cars. But the biggest
challenge is cutting down on the excesses of
large-scale productions. “While there’s been a
lot of greening of studio lots, what still needs to
be focused on is the actual production process,
in terms of fuel consumption, energy efficiency,
waste generation and food sourcing,” said Lauren
Selman, chief executive of Reel Green Media, a
consultant that helps movie sets incorporate
environmental practices.

The studios have made some big green strides.
In 2007, News Corp’s 20th Century Fox, General
Electric Co’s NBC Universal, Viacom Inc’s Paramount,
Sony Pictures, Walt Disney Co, Warner Bros. and
the West Coast broadcast and production arms of
Disney’s ABC and CBS Corp collectively diverted
20,862 tons of studio sets and other solid waste
from landfills to reuse and recycle, according to
Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA).
As a result, the studios prevented the emission
of 65,497 metric tons of greenhouse gasses -- the
annual equivalent of removing 14,176 cars from
the road, the MPAA said.
The MPAA in April also released a Best Practices
Guide for Green Production, but Melissa Patack,
vice president of state government affairs of the
MPAA, said setting industry standards is tough
because the business is so fragmented.
“There are a lot of components to production and
a lot of different parts moving simultaneously,
which poses a challenge for standardization of
environmental practices,” she said. “There isn’t
one template that fits everyone.”
As it addresses these challenges, Hollywood and
its stars can always at least be counted on getting
the message out. Later this month, former TV host
Sonny Fox will bring together producers and writers
in Los Angeles to discuss how to integrate climate
change into story lines of prime time shows.
Source : Saturday, 08 November 2008
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“There’s no question that shooting on location
uses a lot of energy, and we’re looking at ways to

Rachel Webber, director of Energy Initiatives for
News Corp, said her company works hard to find
vendors who offer low-carbon products and services
and to encourage behavioral change among crews
when shooting on location.

V o i c e

Studio executives agreed.
“The infrastructure within the studio is much
more conducive to green guidelines, but once
production goes on location it gets more difficult,”
said Shelley Billik, vice president of environmental
initiatives for Time Warner Inc’s Warner Bros, but
added that studios were increasingly shooting in
areas around New Mexico and in Vancouver due to
their environmental advocacy.

3
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Some cite the industry’s massive use of fuel and
diesel engines on location as its biggest problem.
“Consider how much fuel we use. Generators, night
shoots, ‘distant locations,’ trucks per shoot, idling
trucks, moving cranes, moving everything, people,
wardrobe, grip equipment, out to the set and back,
move locations, fly crews and helicopters,” film
and TV producer Judith James wrote in Traction,
an online publication for women in Hollywood.

reduce our impact... running tests with biodiesel
fuel and solar energy to power our production
equipment, and exploring new technologies such
as more efficient LED lighting and using digital
cameras,” said Jim Kennedy, a spokesman at Sony
Pictures, a unit of Sony Corp. He added that more
needs to be done industry-wide.
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Nagpurian to make movie on eco
protection
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Correspondent : Ankita Walsinge, TNN
NAGPUR: Dharti Ka Karz, a film on environment
protection is being announced by producer and
director from city Sanjay Singh. The film is being
produced under the banner of Shri Mahesh Chandra
Films.
Sanjay Singh, who has acted in various movies and
TV shows is concerned about the rising pollution
level thus affecting the environment adversely.
When asked about as to how he was inspired to
make a film he said, “We don’t save water nor do
we protect trees. I therefore decided to highlight
the ill-affects of people’s apathy towards nature
and spread awareness among the people through
the film.”

October - December 2008
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The movie comes up with a message that every
person should plant a sapling on his birthday to
make the country green. The film also deals
with issues of woman empowerment and selfemployment, he added.
The two hour and ten minutes film has six songs,
fight scene and melodrama. The entire caste and
the crew of the film are from Nagpur and nearby
areas. The script is written by Anand Sharma while
Dr Anand Dhobale is co-producer.
Source : Sunday, 19 October 2008

Role of media in wildlife
conservation highlighted
Correspondent : Pioneer News Service | Lucknow
NAGPUR: Dharti Ka Karz, a film on environment
protection is being announced by producer and
director from city Sanjay Singh. The film is being
produced under the banner of Shri Mahesh Chandra
Films.
Sanjay Singh, who has acted in various movies and
TV shows is concerned about the rising pollution
level thus affecting the environment adversely.
When asked about as to how he was inspired to
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make a film he said, “We don’t save water nor do
we protect trees. I therefore decided to highlight
the ill-affects of people’s apathy towards nature
and spread awareness among the people through
the film.”
The movie comes up with a message that every
person should plant a sapling on his birthday
to make the country green. The film also deals
with issues of woman empowerment and selfemployment, he added.
The two hour and ten minutes film has six songs,
fight scene and melodrama. The entire caste and
the crew of the film are from Nagpur and nearby
areas. The script is written by Anand Sharma while
Dr Anand Dhobale is co-producer.
Source : Wednesday, 19 November 2008

Teachers, media key to ecoawareness: CM
Correspondent : Tribune News Service / Sunit Dhawan
Gual Pahari (Gurgaon), November 15
Climate change is a major global environmental
challenge being faced by humanity today
with implications for food production, natural
ecosystems, freshwater supply and health.
According to the latest scientific assessment,
the earth’s climate system has changed on both
global and regional scales since the pre-industrial
era. This was stated by Haryana Chief Minister
Bhupinder Singh Hooda while delivering the
valedictory address at an educators’ conference on
“Environment and Challenges of Climate Change”
organised by The Energy and Resources Institute
(TERI) on the campus of TERI Gram here today.
“The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) projects that by 2100, the global mean
temperature may increase between 1.4° and
5.8°C,” the Chief Minister pointed out, adding that
this unprecedented increase was expected to have
a severe impact on the global hydrological system,
ecosystems, the sea level, crop production and
related processes. The impact would be particularly
severe in tropical areas, which mainly consisted

of developing countries, including India, he
added. The Chief Minister noted that environment
conservation had become a global concern and in
this context, teachers and mediapersons were key
educators who could help society in maintaining
a healthy relationship with the environment by
sensitising their students and readers about the
crucial matter. Hooda expressed the hope that
the teaching fraternity of Haryana would help
generate awareness about environmental issues.
He also exhorted the mediapersons to play a
more meaningful role in spreading the message
of environment conservation. “We must make
concerted efforts to change the mindset of the
people about their relationship with nature.
Environment education is a process aimed at
making the people aware and concerned about the
sensitive issue,” he observed.
The Chief Minister said there was a dire need to
make the children understand the vital importance
of environment conservation. “Therefore, it is
important to enhance knowledge of the teaching
community on issues related to environment
and provide them with the required learning

experience,” he maintained. Addressing the
participants, the TERI director-general and IPCC
chairman, Dr R.K.Pachauri, said the underlying
idea behind the conference was to enable the
teachers to play a proactive role in the process of
disseminating knowledge on environmental issues
with special focus on climate change.
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Pachauri put forward a proposal to assess the
impact of climate change in Haryana, especially
on the state’s agriculture. The Chief Minister
accepted the proposal in principle and appreciated
the TERI authorities for organising the conference
as part of the institute’s drive to promote
environment education. On this occasion, Hooda
also released a set of non-fiction knowledge books
on environment for children. I.H. Rehman, director
(social transformation) at TERI, proposed a vote of
thanks. Nearly 350 teachers from different parts of
the country as well as abroad attended the threeday conference, which was the first-ever event of
its kind.
Source : Sunday, 16 November 2008

About ENVIS Network
system (ENVIS) was established by the government in Dec 1982, with a view to
provide information regarding environment to decision makers, policy planners,
scientists and engineers, research workers etc all over the country. Environment
being a broad ranged and multidisciplinary subject, requires an involvement
of concerned institutes/organizations that are actively engaged in the different

G r e e n

Working towards the conservation of environment, an environment information

subject areas of environment, therefore a large number of nodes have been established to cover

centers have been set up in the areas of pollution control, toxic chemicals, central and offshore ecology,
environmentally sound and appropriate technology, bio-degradation of wastes and environmental
management etc.
www.envis.nic.in
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collation, storage, retrieval and dissemination of environmental information to all concerned. These

V o i c e

the broad subject areas of environment.ENVIS is a decentralized system, which ensures collection,
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An Interview With Greg Barber, An
Environmental Printer
Written by Raz Godelnik

October - December 2008
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“My name is Greg Barber and I specialize in
environmental printing. “ This is the first line
on the homepage of Greg Barber Company, an
eco-friendly printer and also the printer that
prints Eco-Libris’ stickers and flyers.
Greg is also one of the most experienced people
in the area of green printing and we thought it
would be very interesting to hear from him what
does it mean to be an environmental printer
and what’s going on in this market. We weren’t
wrong. This interview is a great opportunity to get
a glance of the growing market of environmental
printing, which as you will see is becoming not
only beneficial for the environment, but also for
businesses’ bottom line.
Hello Greg. You describe yourself as an
environmental printer. Can you tell us what
that means?
We are eco-friendly in our paper, inks, energy
and our recycling of our waste. We specialize in
printing on 100% post-consumer waste recycled
paper, rock paper, and tree free paper ,and we use
soy based inks, for our offset printing, and 100%
non toxic toner for our digital work. Our energy
is primarily Wind energy, and the paper we stock
comes from mills that get their energy from either
Wind or BioGas.
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How long have you been an environmental
printer? how did you get into the business of
eco-friendly printing?
I started at the 20th anniversary of Earth Day in
1990. I saw middle school children celebrating
Earth Day and I decided to join them by specializing
in Environmental Printing.
Is it true that it’s more expensive to print on
recycled paper? if it is, what’s the premium
you currently need to pay for it?
This is the #1 question asked me. So much so, that
I put that question on my website http://www.
gregbarberco.com/ at the very top a link that says
“Is Environmental Printing More Expensive?” My
answer is it is not more expensive if you use the
100% PCW recycled paper from my firm. Our paper
is competitive to the minimum recycled paper or
non recycled paper prices. We have a wide range
of equipment to select the most effective press to
keep the pricing competitive.
If you need a small run in 4 color, we will probably
print digitally. We have 2 color up to 8 color offset
equipment and web presses for the very large
inquiries, and I partner with several plants, that
are leaders in the environmental movement.
My partners were hand picked by me for their
environmental set up, their price structure, and
their response to timing needed by my clients.
Why do you think so many publishers of paperbased products such as books, newspapers
and magazines are not going green yet? is
it the cost? availability? quality of paper? or
another reason?
Magazines and newspapers use ground wood based
paper and those sheets are much less expensive,
and thus price is the reason. The paper mills we
use sell higher quality recycled coated paper
for the higher quality runs. Upscale fashion type
magazines, brochures, annual reports, flyers, 4
color books etc, use the more expensive recycled
coated and uncoated lines we carry.

Who are your customers and what is important
for them when it comes to environmental
printing?
We sell to upscale environmental entrepreneurs, ad
agencies, graphic designers, and corporate clients.
My website is listed #1 in Google and everyday I
see clients from all walks of the business world.
We print postcards for art galleries, greeting cards
for start up companies, business cards for anyone.I
printed stationary, postcards, envelopes, greeting
cards, etc, for an agency for Coca Cola, the VIP
material needed at the Olympics in China, They
selected mostly 100% PCW paper and soy inks.

How is the economic slowdown influencing
the green printing market?

We print mostly 4 color books on 100% postconsumer waste paper. We find our clients like that
we have no minimums and many times we print
100 books digitally to see if the books will sell, and
then we can print the larger runs via offset. We
did this for my first book, “How The Land Of Litter
Became The Kingdom Of Clean”. We printed 100,
6 x 9 size books, 48 pages plus cover, in 4 color on
70# Enviro Text and 100# Enviro Cover. The test
was a lot more per book than when we next went
to 1000 books and then onto 5000 books. But, it’s
safer than to print 1000 books and not selling them.
Land Of Litter is very popular and teaches kids that
it does matter to be environmental.
Thank you Greg!
If you want to learn more about Greg’s printing
company and their green opreations, you’re
welcome to check out their website - http://www.
gregbarberco.com/
Source:http://ecopreneurist.com/2009/01/18/
an-interview-with-greg-barber-an-environmentalprinter/#more-1195
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What are the current trends (if any) you see
in the market?

You also started to publish books lately - can
you tell us about it?

V o i c e

We are in a tough market. Business is off and
payments are slower. But, I feel environmental
printers are not affected as much as non
environmental printers. Green printing is important
to our clients, and they don’t want to go back to
non recycled printing. My clients are mostly small
to medium buyers of printing and they still need
to advertise. The large printers that specialize
in magazine or book work are hurt more, as
advertising is off 50%.
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The common denominator for our clients is using
paper with the highest post-consumer waste
content, the correct inks, no chlorine for bleaching
our papers, and they like to know that we are FSC
certified.Also, most people like to know we have a
wide range of paper to select from. Tree Free lines
, such as Sugar Cane, Bamboo, Hemp, and paper
made from fruit plants mixed with PCW. We stock
lemon, mango, coffee, and banana papers. We
also have paper made from Rock & Minerals called
Terraskin. And price. We remain competitive by
selecting a few environmental grades we feel are
the most environmental, and buying those papers
in bulk. We save our clients a lot of money on the
small to medium size runs, that can be expensive
for most printers buying small lots of stock for the
smaller jobs..

We see Direct Response, Personalized Printing
going way up, and I am spending a lot of my time
promoting this type of printing. Clients can track
results and then decide if they should increase
their budgets in this type of printing, especially
when sales go up.We own XMPIE, the software that
can take a supplied excel spread sheet that has a
lot of personal variables included in the columns,
and create PURL’S, or Personal URL. If I was on the
mailing list, my postcard which has my name and
my preference in the copy, and my own web link
to go to. It might be www.gregbarber/greenoffer.
com. Once I go to that link, I might see a special
offer from the client that is directly speaking to me.
We find sales go up 500 percent with personalized
PURL printing. You can test this on a 500 postcard
print run, as we do personalized printing digitally.
We can print 500 different postcards digitally, that
change name, color of pictures, copy, and the
personal links to visit.
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M.R. Morarka-Gdc Rural Research
Foundation
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http://www.morarkango.com/

A not for profit voluntary organization was set
up by Mr. Kamal M. Morarka in 1993 to create
wealth for the nation through innovations in
resource management and capacity building of the
people. From being a successful grass-root level
implementing agency for 10 years, today it is also
being recognized as a leading resource organization
offering solutions for sustainable agriculture in the
world.Morarka Foundation is into more than just the
conventional areas of voluntary actions. We more
often than not take the lead to venture into new
areas such as Organic Farming and Certifications,
Agriculture Extension, Tourism Promotion, Waste
Management, Vermi Compost, Conservation of
Heritage etc.In the efforts to develop biotechnology
applications for agriculture, the mandate has been
expanded to include Scientific Waste Management
and Recycling. Environment friendly technologies
have been developed to recycle segregated solid
waste and waste water recycling.
To convert agriculture into agribusinesses,
Information Technology applications in agriculture
have been identified as a thrust area. Information
Technology platform/s has been developed to
deliver Knowledge Management Services through
integrated information and communication
technology tools. Very sophisticated and advanced
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IT applications have been developed for quality
certification (www.agri-infotech.com) and internet
based marketing of organic produce (www.
organicfoodmarketing.com).
Tourism Promotion in Shekhawati was identified to
be an opportunity for creation of employment for
rural youths. Beginning with the first Shekhawati
Festival in 1995, today this event is recognized
for Organic Farm/s and Food Festival across the
country.The initiatives to document the cultural
heritage of Shekhawati, a major restoration and
conservation efforts is under progress since last ten
years. Today, it has become a model of Heritage
Conservation in India.
Additionally, many-many more initiatives such
as Watershed Development Program, Sheep and
Wool Development Program, Skill Development for
Diamond Cutting and Polishing, Eradication of Child
Labour, Alternate Health & Family Welfare Service
Delivery, Literacy & Primary Education, Food
and Nutrition, etc. have also been successfully
implemented.

Abstract
As the industry works towards a greener
environment, Suzy Bashford looks at the action
media owners are taking to reduce their carbon
footprint

CMS ENVIS Centre
on Media and
Environment
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Operational since 2000, CMS ENVIS Centre
had initiated several activities towards making
itself effectively functional. The area in which
CMS has expertise is communication strategies
specifically in the context of the electronic
media. It has been working in developing
itself as a resource centre, as a coordinating

Media is such a broad church today that it’s no
surprise there’s a raft of different approaches to
tackling the issue of sustainability.
The Guardian newspaper sees its role as one of
a moral voice, influencing the public through
its editorial. In contrast, new media companies
such as Google do not have an editorial voice.
Consequently, Google is aligning itself with
technological projects working towards a greener
environment.

Media companies now realise that they shouldn’t
even broach the subject of sustainability
without getting their own houses in order. Emap
Communications, recently acquired by Bauer, is a
good example of a company that saw its recent
move into new offices as an opportunity to herald
a new era of attitude and behaviour.

short span CMS ENVIS Centre has identified
the database on different parameters. Also
initiated innovative programmes to highlight
the environmental concerns.
Among its various activities the centre has
been indexing coverage of environmental
issues from print media as well as electronic
media, conducting small research studies to
bridge the information gaps, the mailing list with
addresses of agencies, individuals, institutions,
departments NGOs, Radio and TV channels,
advertisers along with computerized database
of Audio-Visual resources has been updated
regularly,

media

orientation

programmes

including screening of films, discussions and
interactive sessions on different environmental
topics are conducted. The main thrust is
websites.
www.cmsindia.org/cmsenvis
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Whichever sector media players operate in,
they agree that corporate social responsibility
(CSR) policies can no longer get away with being
“tokenistic”. Consumers are becoming increasingly
interested in their own environmental impact on
the world, and they expect their media to inform,
educate and engage them in the debate.

environmental related information. In the

G r e e n

Satellite broadcaster BSkyB has a different business
model again, and so has different opportunities to
engage its customer in a green dialogue.For the
broadcaster, face-to-face contact is proving a key
part of the communications mix.

body and as a centre for dissemination of
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2008: Eco-Marketing To Take Front
And Center Stage
by Karl Greenberg, Monday, Dec 3, 2007 5:00 AM ET
NEXT YEAR, EXPECT TO SEE global marketers
pitch consumers’ inner ecologist. Sure, there are
catalogues like Harmony and Gaia aimed at ecominded consumers. But Chicago-based consultancy
Mintel is predicting a raft of new products from
mass-market companies.

October - December 2008
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The firm served up a list of consumer packaged
goods categories that will see a big shift in the
spectrum toward green. The Mintel Global
New Products Database was developed by Lynn
Dornblaser, senior new product analyst at the firm,
and a colleague in London. They found that the
areas that will see the most change are bottled
water, cosmetics, grains and cereals, organics,
fair trade products, luxury home care products
and product labeling. Mintel says tap water is
having a rebirth because of consumers’ awareness
of the strain on the environment caused by those
ubiquitous plastic bottles. What will grow in bottles
are so-called functional waters, such as those with
coloring, vitamins, nutrients, and flavors.
“What’s new about water is that the degree to
which we are seeing whole cities or just groups of
restaurants saying they are not going to be serving
bottled water, but tap water,” says Dornblaser.
“We are going to see a significant shift in terms of
how consumers are thinking about water.” She says
the changes are benefiting companies like Brita
and Pur--which make faucet-attached and freestanding filters--and machine-washable Nalgene
plastic bottles designed for reuse.
Also, bad news for Marilyn Manson: consumers will
eschew makeup for the natural look. And, predicts
the firm, product labeling will become more userfriendly as companies opt for product ingredient
lists that don’t require a background in industrial
chemistry. Particularly in food and beverage
marketing, Mintel predicts that ingredient labels
will read more like home recipes. Also expect a
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quicker growth in Equal Exchange and Fair Trade
products, established in Europe, and of growing
share in the U.S.
“The number of fair trade products is growing
globally,” says Dornblaser. “We are seeing growth
in Latin America, and that’s unusual--because
normally, fair trade ingredients are coming from
there.” She says Fair Trade and Equal Exchange
products tend to be from very small companies,
so distribution is small. “A couple of exceptions to
that are Starbucks, and Unilever’s Ben and Jerry’s
ice cream. They use Fair Trade coffee extract in
products like their Coffee Heath Bar Crunch. That’s
how major players can get into it--using the raw
material, but less of it.”
Dornblaser adds that the direction of market growth
for such products is niche markets first, then wider
acceptance. “Organics started in natural foods
stores, with small brands. Now even Kraft has
organic products under the Kraft brand. Fair Trade
starts with ethical brands, but as it begins to gain
ground and popularity it will start to appear in
mainstream brands.”
According to the study, ancient grains like amaranth,
quinoa, teff, millet and Kamut--which are the
basis for several niche-brand cereals --will move
from niche markets to mainstream, appearing in
products from leading manufacturers. The firm says
the companies will focus on the whole-grain nature
of these grains and also on the fact that many are
gluten-free. Expect to see more everyday products
appearing with these new, yet old grains.
Also coming: sea salts and “place” salts like
Hawaiian red clay salt; and flavoured salts will take
more space on supermarket shelves, as will luxury
home care products like scented candles with
designer labels, dish soaps and surface cleaners
with exotic fragrances and beautiful packaging.
Karl Greenberg can be reached at karl@mediapost.
com
Smt. Veena Seetharama Annadanaa
Chief Consultant
ORGANIC AGRIBUSINESS CONSULTING
e-mail:annadanaa@organicabc.in

Open Windows
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Greener Choices
http://www.greenerchoices.org/

Zimbio
http://www.zimbio.com/environmental+issues+and+greenwa
shing

G r e e n

GreenerChoices.org, launched on Earth Day 2005
by Consumers Union, the non-profit publisher of
Consumer Reports, is a Web-based initiative to
inform, engage, and empower consumers about
environmentally-friendly products and practices.
GreenerChoices.org
offers
an
accessible,
reliable, and practical source of information on
buying “greener” products that have minimal
environmental impact and meet personal needs.
GreenerChoices.org address the lack of credible, indepth information on green products, services, and
lifestyles, especially on the Web. Environmentally
conscious consumers are faced with a huge amount
of “green washing” by companies that want to
capitalize on and exploit the growing interest
in environmentally-friendly products, health,
pollution and toxics.

Written by experienced professionals and topic
experts, Green Options Media’s individual blogs
engage visitors with authoritative content,
compelling discussions, and actionable advice.
Users new to the “green life” can contribute to the
conversation by joining in dialogue between our
writers and visitors on individual blogs. They dont
preach to the choir, or require a commitment to our
vision: we invite anyone with questions, or simply
curiosity, to add their voices to the community,
and share their approaches to achieving abundance
while lightening their environmental footprint.

Green Options
http://greenoptions.com/

October - December 2008

“greenwash” can be defined as trying to convince
people that you are doing something good for
the environment by being involved in small,
environmentally-friendly initiatives, especially
as a way of hiding your involvement in activities
which are damaging to the environment.

V o i c e

Green Options Media’s rapidly growing network
of environmentally-focused blogs provides users
with a broad spectrum of information for making
sustainable choices. Launched in February, 2007,
Green Options Media has grown into a leader among
“green” news and information sources aimed at
general audiences.
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Marketing Green

Eco-mall

http://marketinggreen.wordpress.com/

http://www.ecomall.com/

Marketing green is a guide to “how to effectively
market green products in a way that influences
mass market adoption, Marketing Green’s mission
is to provide industry professionals with practical
strategic marketing advice on how to build green
brands and motivate mass market adoption of
more sustainable products.

Eco-mall is a search portal for green products,
it consists link to companies & products related
to body care, clothing, books, hardware, foods,
footwear, construction materials even fields like
music, pets and toys has links to it, this portal
can also be used as an in house resource for ecoforums, eco-chats, daily eco news, events related
to environment and non-profit organizations.

Green Mama

October - December 2008
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http://www.green-mama.com/

Green Mama came to life in 2007, the central idea
was to offer products for Moms and tots. We all
love a certain superstore don’t get us wrong but
we wanted to offer stuff that had good qualities
like being organic or made by a cool mama. Green
Mama products are lovingly tried and tested by us,
our kids and by all of our friends and family.
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Media Analysis
Media can be the channels for environmental
communication
(how
media
portray
the
environment, such as through science journalism,
film treatments, web sites), and the content of
environmental communication (how to design
media and messages for affecting environmental
policy, educating interested stakeholders about
the environment, and improving access to
environmental information and experiences).
There are numerous channels dedicated to the
coverage of environmental issues including the
Discovery Channel, Animal Planet and National
Geographic. Environmentalists use the web to
distribute information about the environment
and to maintain online communities and organize
activist projects. Media have impacts on the
environment in more direct ways as well. The
manufacturing and disposal of media hardware, for
instance, have substantial environmental effects.

Methodology

1.

2.

3.

Time spent from October - December 2008 in percentage

The analysis of the last quarter of the year 2008
also had no respite for the environment issues, less
than 1% of total coverage is given to environment
issues, in october only 0.94% while in November
1.13% and in the month of December it is again
down to 0.95% of the total coverage, on the
contrary issues like film & entertainment it is as
high as 24.96%of the total coverage and politics is
up to 24.8% of the overall coverage.
Looking at the time graph of the coverage of
environment issues it is again close to one percent
only, while the time spent on film entertainment
its whooping 41.94% and issues like crime are also
given nearly 13% of the total coverage.
Source: CMS Media Lab

October - December 2008

5.

No. of stories from October - December 2008 in Percentage

V o i c e

4.

Prime Time band of Study. The prime
programming is the industry benchmark in
News television for all significant events and
issues that are prominently covered on a
particular day.
Five mainstream Hindi news channels were
included i.e. Aaj Tak, NDTV India, Star News,
Zee News and Sahara Rashtriya
The recorded tapes were then previewed
and the news stories listed under various
classifications and categories to generate
quantitative data.
The News content on the above mentioned
channels were listed and documented in the
log sheets.
The Stories were classified and separately
coded (Ex politics, Business, Sports,
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CMS Media Lab has undertaken significant
experimentation over the last one year to develop
a robust and rigors method methodology. The
content analysis broadly covers qualitative and
Quantitative aspects.

6.

Environmental news etc.)
Environmental related stories are being
separately reviewed
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Latest Green Films
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Managing Green Gold for
Sustainable Eco-Services &
Livelihood

October - December 2008
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Pooran Chand Sarin
26 Minutes, English

Summary: A film developed to highlight the efforts
made by the forest department of Uttarakhand
(earlier Uttaranchal) for the conservation of
forests, preservation of wild life, development
of clonal plantation and creation of facilities
for eco tourism activities in the state Managing
the Green Gold can easily be called a truthful
description of factual position. The film opens
with an introduction about the forest reserves of
the state, various type of forests and highlighting
the ways in which the state government, forest
department, and the locals of those areas are
working in the direction of conserving forests,
flora and fauna, environment, besides sustainable
livelihood options by using forest produce and in
turn generation of revenue for the state.

Have you missed it too?
Monalisa Bhujabal
8 Minutes 27 Second

This film portrays a stunning panoramic view of
one of the lesser known naturalized ecosystems in
the very heart of the city-the Siri Fort woodland
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located amidst the ruins of the Siri Fort in South
Delhi near Hauz Khas. There has been a gradual
deterioration of the eco-system over the years.
You cannot ignore the harsh sight of construction
equipment and concrete structures coming up
in this pristine woodland park over the last few
months which is disturbing the wildlife breeding
and nesting areas. As it is because of our rampant
destruction and encroachment upon the habitats
of the wild denizens we are waking up to the bitter
truth of Global Warming. Old time visitors to this
park complain plaintively that many species of
wildlife are not being sighted anymore. Through
this film we implore the citizens to join hands with
us to save this delicate ecosystem as this is the
root of our well-being.

My Apology to the coming
generations
Manmohan Singh
26 Min 18 sec

Mountains provide water not just to the local
population, but also in the plains. If their glaciers
dry up, there are no prizes for guessing the plight
of humans - the human race will become something
like the Royal Bengal tiger - endangered. In
the documentary “My Apology to the Coming
Generations”, we have tried to see the damage
inflicted on the beautiful hills of Himachal and its
plains, due to activities that plunder ecology. We
found out that the activities like illegal mining,
deforestation, and industrial development is
being done for the benefits of a hand full of
money hungry businessmen and material benefits
of humans. We have shown how deforestation is
leading to fragility in mountain ecosystems. The
documentary is narrated by an Anchor who travels
to affected areas, meets environmentalists, local
residents, and studies how human activities impact
ecology.

Greening the Mining Mess
Ashijit Ganguly
17Min 13 Sec
Greening the Mining Mess is a programme on
afforestation on a difficult terrain and on large
scale and economical excavation of Coal Open
Cast Mining method which is mostly practiced
in West Bengal. In Open Cast Mining, the topsoil
is removed. The vegetation is destroyed in the
process. Further, after excavation of coal the site is
often abandoned with huge mounds of over burden
and crater. Hardly any vegetation grows on them.
Continuous excavation for the last few years has
turned this area arid and barren. This is affecting
the health of the local people.

Event Type:
Date:
Venue:
Location:

Conference/Seminar
Feb. 2, 2009
The Brewery
London, UK

Event Type:
Date:
Venue:
Location:

Trade Show/Exhibition
Mar. 26-28, 2009
Expo Arad International
Arad, Romania

Event Type:
Date:
Venue:
Location:

Trade Show/Exhibition
May 26-28, 2009
KoelnMesse
Cologne, Germany

For more Information Visit:
http://www.environmental-expert.com/index.aspx

October - December 2008

Trade Show/Exhibition
Jan. 19-21, 2009
Abu Dhabi National Exhibition Centre
Abu Dhabi, UAE

V o i c e

Event Type:
Date:
Venue:
Location:
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To turn this area green again the Social Forestry
Division, Durgapur has taken a challenging project of
afforestation. They have managed to procure some
fallow land from the Eastern Coalfield Limited and
Bharat Coking Coal Limited for three years. With
their financial assistance they have successfully
planted trees on these overburdens. The endeavor
of the Social Forestry Division, Durgapur to green
this mining mess has provided better environment
and livelihood for the local people. Shot on
location, the programme shows step by step the
exact process by which the Social Forestry Division
has overcome this difficult exercise of bringing up
the plants to green this mining mess.

Upcoming Events
(International)
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CMS Envis Green Media E-Newsletter
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Green Media satisfies information requirements
of environmentalists, wild lifers, conservation
activists, researchers, media professionals,
filmmakers, political activists, NGOs/ scientific
organizations, mass communication institutes,
lobbyists and advocacy groups in an effective
and functional manner. The newsletter reaches
to more than 3000 email boxes every day.

With the click of the mouse, you gain access
to all news and features and other updates on
environmental issues including environmental
management, air pollution, water pollution,
noise pollution, ecology, wild life, nature
and natural resources conservation, health
toxicology, solid and hazardous waste, energy,
policy matters etc. These topics are also
available in the archives of CMS ENVIS. CMS
has established this site to provide access to
back files on news and features related to
environment, wildlife and conservation issues.

This e-newsletter also facilitates easy
organization, maintenance of archival material
electronically and quick retrieval of information.
Presently, over twenty national dailies in India
are documented in Green Media — the largest
ever-daily compilation on environment and
wildlife.

For subscription email to:
Web Master at webmaster@cmsindia.org

Daily e-newsletter Green Media, an electronic
documentation of news and features, which
appear in English News dailies in India.
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